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Stop accusing the Jewish
community of conspiring against the
left
DAVID HIRSH 9 August 2018
Antisemitism isn't just about individual intent. It's
about culture and stories and practice, and the UK
Labour party has a serious problem
Jeremy Corbyn. Image, Chatham House
Towards the end of his life, the work of my teacher and
friend Robert Fine came to focus more and more on the
struggle within the left against antisemitism. This was
continuous with his lifelong concern about the importance
of what happened inside the left, and specifically the ever
present tension between democratic and totalitarian
thinking. Antisemitism has consistently been not only a
threat to Jews but also a visible symptom of the rise of
anti-democratic politics. Fine’s last book, written with
Philip Spencer, was called ‘Antisemitism and the Left: On
the return of the Jewish Question’.
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There is a
consensus
within the
Jewish
community
that there is a
serious
problem of
antisemitism
in Labour
The key insight, signposted in the title, is that ‘The Jewish
Question’ is always the wrong question; it is never about
Jews, but always about antisemitism. In his libel case
against Deobrah Lipstadt, Holocaust denier David Irving
kept returning to the Jewish Question:
"Why have they been so hated for 3000 years that there
has been pogrom after pogrom in country after country?"
The answer, of course, is that
antisemitism is never a
response to what Jews do, it
is caused by what antisemites
do. Even when Jews do bad
things, the work of
transforming this into an
antisemitic narrative is the
responsibility of the
antisemites. Sometimes Jews
are held collectively
responsible in subtle ways.
For example, an assumption
of guilt becomes the norm.
Jews may be free to disavow, but already being Jewish in
a political environment has become more difficult; and the
precise nature and intensity of the required disavowal is
sometimes beyond what Jews are willing and able, under
duress, to offer.
There is currently an unprecedented consensus within the
Jewish community in Britain that there is a serious
problem of antisemitism in the Labour party and that
Labour’s stubborn replacement of the IHRA definition with
a home-made version is symbolic of that problem. The
consensus reaches across the four main religious
communities, Liberal, Reform, Masorti and Orthodox; the
Jewish Leadership Council and the Board of Deputies, the
Community Security Trust and the Union of Jewish
Students; Jewish journalists like Hadley Freeman,
Jonathan Freedland, David Aaronovitch, Nick Cohen and
Daniel Finkelstein; Jewish scholars of antisemitism like
David Seymour, Robert Fine, Philip Spencer, Anthony
Julius, Simon Schama, Eve Garrard, Lesley Klaff; the
three major Jewish newspapers speak with a single voice;
Jewish Labour MPs such as Ruth Smeeth, Luciana
Berger, Margaret Hodge, Ian Austen, Louise Ellman are in
agreement. The voters of Barnet have twice told the party
what they think in clear and unambiguous terms.
How did Judge Macpherson help us to make sense of this
kind of situation? He did not say that if somebody says
they experience racism it must be true; neither did he say
that victims of racism have the right to define their own
oppression. But he did say that victims of racism should
be taken seriously. There should be an initial presumption
that their view is right.There is also a small but noisy
group of antizionist Jews, who mobilize their Jewish
identities politically in the hope of amplifying their voices,
who speak ‘asaJew’, who say they do not experience
antisemitism and who are not able to sniff it around them.
This is not a case of two Jews, three opinions, but of a
united community and a tiny oppositional faction.
Nancy Hartsock classically argued:
A standpoint is not simply an interested position
(interpreted as bias) but is interested in the sense of
being engaged . . . . A standpoint . . . carries with it
the contention that there are some perspectives on
society from which, however well-intentioned one
may be, the real relations of humans with each other
and with the natural world are not visible.
But ‘The Jewish Question’ begins with the opposite
presumption, that one should start by assuming that the
Jews, at least those who refuse to disavow Israel, are up
to something sly when they say they experience
antisemitism.  
Sometimes Jews are accused of being ‘hysterical’, as the
President of the Board of Deputies was by a veteran
Jewish socialist in a recent radio debate; there is a long
antisemitic tradition of the misogynistic ridiculing of Jews;
we are accused of being shrill or paranoid.
But more often we are accused of the opposite: being
calculating and dishonest. The standard response to Jews
is not that they have misjudged the situation, perhaps for
understandable reasons related to their history. Most
British Jews after all, are descended from those who
tended to worry about antisemitism; European Jews who
assumed that everything would turn out fine don’t have
many descendants.
The standard response to Jews is that they know that their
claims of having experienced antisemitism are false, and
they persist in making them anyway for selfish tribal
reasons. It is a nasty little trick to silence the voice of the
Palestinians and to smear their great supporter Jeremy
Corbyn. The debate about antisemitism, in this view, is
just an underhand way of trying to win the Israel-Palestine
debate.
Moreover this is the charge made against the community
as a whole, not only against particular individuals. It is the
community as a whole which is accused of ‘pouring petrol
on the fire’ or of orchestrating a ‘cynical attempt to
challenge Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership’. Make no mistake,
the charge against the Jewish community is that it is
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involved in a conspiracy against the left. Any individual
could get it wrong. But when a whole community gets it
wrong together, in an organised and co-ordinated way,
and in bad faith, then the allegation is one of Jewish
conspiracy to lie and to smear.
More and more, antisemitism,
racism and xenophobia are
portrayed as the cry of the
oppressed while antiracism is
constructed as a discourse of
power, mobilized by a
cosmopolitan global
(neo)liberal elite to silence
that voice and keep the
oppressed down.
A small number of antizionist
Jews, constantly re-branding
themselves into organisations
with new names, make it their central political work to give
evidence against the Jewish community and to explain to
non-Jews how its claim that antisemitism is a serious
problem in the party is in fact fabricated. If I was a non-
Jewish socialist who had been educated into antisemtic
ways of thinking by Jews, I would be furious when I found
out what had happened.
The effect of the construction of a ‘Jewish Question’ is
particularly marked in its effect on left wing Jews. When
Peter Willsman bombastically declared that he wasn’t
going to be lectured by Trump fanatics with no evidence,
he was also talking about Labour Jews. It is after all us
who have been at the forefront of the battle against the
antisemtism which was imported into the centre of our
party by the Corbyn faction. Labour Jews know even more
clearly and intimately what Labour antisemitism is like
than Trump supporting Jews do. And I can tell Peter
Willsman one thing very clearly: not one of us Labour
Jews supports Trump. Not one of us.
But we are used to what ‘The Jewish Question’ does to
us. It constructs us as belonging to the Jewish community
which follows the Trump line; or the Tory line or the Blairite
line or the neoliberal or neocon line. We are not heard as
ourselves but only as spokespeople for Jewry. It makes us
aliens in the Labour movement, on the left, in the unions
and in sociology departments. It puts us outside of the
community of the good, of comradely debate and of
rational discussion.  
Young people on today’s left are being educated to
recognise those who raise the issue of antisemitism as
being more hostile to progressive politics than those who
themselves slip into antisemitism. In this way, left wing
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and democratic Jews are being excluded from their
political community and are being made politically
homeless. Antisemites have always positioned
themselves as victims of the Jews; Corbyn is positioned
as the victim of Margaret Hodge and Ian Austen, who are
disciplined as though they are aggressors, for speaking
out against antisemitism.
Skwakbox, a supporting voice
of the ruling faction, tweeted
that ‘The Jewish War against
Corbyn risks bringing real
antisemitism to Britain’.
Imagine people on the left in
any other context being
unable to understand and de-
code such threatening victim-
blaming.
Jeremy Corbyn responds by
repeating, in general terms,
his opposition to antisemitism. But what he is not able to
do is to demonstrate that he understands what
contemporary left wing antisemitism is. In particular he is
not able to make the link between his own politics of
trenchant and often irrationally overblown hostility to
Israel, and the appearance of those examples of
antisemitism  amongst his supporters which everybody
can recognise as antisemitic.
This debate makes no sense if we do not talk about
Corbyn’s own record of siding with antisemites, of offering
political support to antisemites and of making alliances
with antisemites; of considering some kinds of antisemites
to be part of the global struggle against oppression.
Whatever the ‘true’ aggressor is named, be it capitalism,
imperialism or modernity, it is considered responsible for
war, poverty, famine and alienation; and anybody who
opposes it, even if they are antisemitic, are considered to
be on the progressive side. And then Israel is positioned
as being a key element to that global structure of violence
and oppression. And the democratic states are positioned
as global exploiters and aggressors.
Corbyn has been paid to make propaganda on Press TV
in English for the Iranian regime; he has used that
platform to say that he sees ‘the hand of Israel’ behind
Jihadi terrorism in Egypt when we know that it is Iran
which finances Jihadi terrorism across the region; he has
used that platform to complain that the BBC is biased, in
particular in favour of the view that Israel has the right to
exist; as though there was something inappropriate about
that.
The IHRA
definition is
Cobyn has jumped to the defence of Raed Salah, the man
who mobilized medieval blood libel against Jews, saying
that he was not dangerous; and he has jumped to the
defence of Stephen Sizer, who claims Israel was behind
9/11, portraying him as the victim of a Zionist smear; and
he has supported the ostensibly pro-Palestinian campaign
of Holocaust denier Paul Eissen, claiming that Eissen’s
politics were not public knowledge at the time. Corbyn
sided with those responsible for the Nazi-style mural
which showed Jewish caricatures getting rich off the back
of the workers.
Corybn famously referred to Hamas and Hezbollah and
‘friends’, but more damningly, in the same speech, he
judged those Jew-hating organisations to be dedicated to
peace, to the good of the Palestinian people, and to
political and social justice. If somebody claimed that the
KKK was dedicated to the good of the US South, we
would have no problem in reading that as a statement of
political support for the Klan.
On Holocaust Memorial Day Jeremy Corbyn booked a
room in Parliament for an alternative event which would
take the spotlight off the Holocaust and other genocides
and instead make the case for the claim that Jews are the
new Nazis and that Gaza is run by Israel like a piece of
Nazi genocidal infrastructure.
The list goes on. Jeremy Corbyn needs to account for his
own political history in relation to antisemitism. He needs
to explain why he got these things wrong and what he has
learnt from it. But he stubbornly refuses, offering instead
watery politicians’ apologies for offence caused. He
doesn’t only need to apologize to Jews he needs to
apologize to the Labour party and to the British electorate.
The farce of botching up a home-made definition of
antisemitism to allow Labour people to continue to do
things which are internationally recognised as antisemitic
is embarrassing. The Labour claim that no rhetoric against
Israel could be antisemitic in the absence of antisemitic
intent is a break with antiracist scholarship and activist
practice. Macpherson dealt with this decades ago. When
he said there was a problem of institutional racism in the
Metropolitan Police, he specifically did not mean that
individual officers were guilty of racist intent. He made
clear and explicit what we all knew, which was that racism
appears as norms, as practice, as politics, as discourse,
as ways of doing things, as ways of thinking and as
canteen culture.
The examples of antisemtism
which we can all recognise in
our party (the pockets, as our
leader called them) are
quite explicitly
not a
substitute for
political
judgment
connected to the politics
which have moved into the
centre of our movement from
the periphery, and of which
Jeremy Corbyn himself, and
his ex Communist Party
advisors, Seumas Milne and
Andrew Murray, are symbolic.
Like a Police Federation rep from 1982, Jeremy Corbyn
keeps on saying that if there are any antisemites, he will
expel them; there’s a bad apple in every barrel, and not
just in ours. But political antisemitism is an objective,
external social phenomenon, not just a moral corruption
inside the souls of some bad individuals. And there is a
specific and authentically left wing tradition of political
antisemitism which is not seen in other places.
The IHRA definition is not perfect but the quest for textual
perfection is misplaced. It is quite explicitly not a substitute
for political judgment. When it says, for example, that
comparing Israel to Nazis may be antisemitic, it is clear
that this is a judgment which must be made, depending on
the complex interaction of context, intent, how the action
is understood and what effect it might have.  IHRA is a
political document which takes account of the fact that
there is a long, and currently strong, tradition of left wing
antisemitism.
There have been claims that IHRA chills free speech and
in particular that it interferes with Palestinians’ rights to
define their own oppression. This is quite wrong. Diverse
Palestinians are free to define their oppression as they
see fit, some in antiracist terms and some in the
antisemitic terms of the Hamas charter; but if they want to
be members of the Labour party then they are not free to
define their oppression in antisemitic terms. But it is not
Palestinians, by and large, who are responsible for the
antisemitic rhetoric and exclusions in our movement; it is
more often those who are drawn towards expressing their
feelings of anger against Jews, than those who are doing
the hard work of solidarity with people in the Middle East,
people who are for peace, who are for the Labour
movement, and who are against racism and antisemitism.
The most committed Palestine Solidarity activist I have
ever known, John Strawson, who taught law for years at
Birzeit University in the West Bank, has recently resigned
from the Labour Party in disgust at its political culture of
antisemitism. We need to think about why we are no
longer able to provide people like him with a political
home.
More and more we are seeing people on the right
declaring that the real problem of antisemitism comes
from the left and from Muslims; and this is answered by
people on the left stating that the real threat of
antisemitism is to be found in European and American
right wing populism. Everybody points at the people
whose politics they already hate, and they say: ‘The real
problem is over there!’  But of course, we all need to start
over here, within our own political family.
Never has it been more important for Labour to embrace
democratic politics but never has its anti-democratic
tradition been more to the fore. We should understand
antisemitism as a warning about our own movement, not
as a fiction invented by alien and right wing Jews. We
might soon find ourselves with the job of clearing up the
disaster of Brexit; we might find ourselves in a straight
fight with a Boris Johnson, full-Trump, Tory Party.  The
stakes could not be higher and we have to get ourselves
into shape for a defence of democratic life.
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